Feature Sheet
ResolutionMD® software provides secure access to patient images and data.
Collaborate and diagnose from mobile or web.

Developed by clinicians, for clinicians, the ResolutionMD enterprise viewer improves patient care and streamlines workflows with HIPAA
compliant collaboration features and mobile capabilities. FDA Class II and other global accreditations let you diagnose with confidence
on mobile and web. ResolutionMD is powered by the PureWeb® software development platform, which is now driving the company into
new markets beyond healthcare, including design, 3D interactive brand experiences and energy.

SECURE DATA ACCESS
Secure access to patient data from
anywhere, without moving or copying data.
Maintains data server-side, behind a firewall.
Server-side rendering means patient data is never
copied or moved to any device. Administrators
control end-user authentication and viewing
access for studies. Authentication now supports
OAuth2/OpenID integrations such as OKTA,
Google, etc.

COLLABORATION
Tiered archive searching for fast performance.
ResolutionMD gives server administrators the ability
to organize DICOM repositories into prioritized tiers.
Data loading requests for a targeted study
(i.e., URL-launch with a specific Study Instance UID)
that will be executed progressively against each tier
of archives. Once the study is located, no queries
are made to the remaining archives, increasing
speed of images sent to the serve.

Gain quick access to the records you need.
Configurable search parameters allow clinicians
to narrow their search by a variety of patient/study
demographics, modalities, and date ranges, to
ensure quick access to the records of interest.

User Viewing History.
Access patient image data directly in multiple
EHR/EMR systems, and from other archives.
ResolutionMD can be securely integrated into
EHR/EMR systems such as Epic, Cerner,
Allscripts and others. Secure dynamic URL
integration is used to launch the ResolutionMD
viewer directly with patient/study context to
streamline image-viewing workflows.

Physicians can connect to each other, their
patients, and their data in real-time interactive
sessions. This works well for one-to-one
interactions or with large groups in clinical
rounds or complex case reviews.

Audio/Video Conferencing.

ResolutionMD provides clinicians with a method for
quickly reloading any of the last 10 previously
viewed studies.

Collaboration functionality includes HIPAAcompliant embedded audio/ video. Participants can see and speak with each other in a
collaboration session on both web and mobile
devices.

Sort search results.
Search results are sortable for easy identification of
the desired study. Sort by Patient Name, Patient ID,
Study Date and Modality.

Intelligently search multiple archives.
ResolutionMD connects to your existing multiple
PACS, VNA and XDS repositories, so that
clinicians looking for data can enter a single
query. The system queries all connected archives
and presents a federated list of results to select
from.

Real-time Multi-party Collaboration.

Search for related studies.

Study Sharing.
The system can be configured to share
studies with third-party systems using patient
context-templated URLs, for flexible
integration with Image Exchange vendors,
reporting systems, etc.

Automatically display entire patient histories, and
avoid time-consuming procedures like performing
multiple searches and loading studies individually.

Study or Patient Search Centric.

Get 2D, MIP/MPR and 3D images quickly and
reliably when you need them.

ResolutionMD can now be configured by the
site administrator to be either Study or Patient
Search Centric.

Reduce time to diagnosis. Server-side rendering
allows for the fastest rendering of your 2D, MIP/MPR
and 3D files.
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DIAGNOSIS — FEATURES

VIEWER FEATURES

Multi-monitor support maximizes available space.
Support for DICOM Q/R, DICOM Web,non-DICOM
images and FHIR allows viewing of the entire patient
imaging record.

Reports.

Window/Level & Color Map Presets.

Keyboard Shortcuts.

View reports in the following formats: Basic Text
Structured Reports, encapsulated PDF, native
PDF, and FHIR.

Choose from a variety of preset values to quickly
set the window width and level or render a Color
Map, depending on the modality being viewed, to
a desired setting.

Shortcuts allow for quick tool changes and data
interaction.

Multi-study Viewing.
View multiple studies (current/prior studies)
together in configurable layouts.

Multi-monitor Support.
Fully utilize available workspace by viewing
images and reports on multiple monitors.
Worklists and images synchronize across
displays to maximize your viewing area.

Intelligent Layouts.
By default, the application will now automatically
determine the optimal layout for displaying
images based on the modality, device screen size,
and number of series.

Image/Report Printing.
Print images (with or without patient identifying
information) and reports directly from the viewer.

Pan, Zoom, Window/Level, Reset.
Image interactions, such as pan, zoom, and
window/level adjustments are intuitive and
responsive. Interactions are tuned to the device
(e.g., pinch to zoom on mobile devices). Images
can easily be reset to default conditions when
needed.

Text Annotation.
Invert Window/Level.
Invert the grayscale intensities on an image for an
alternative contrast to the acquired image.

Using the text annotation, clinicians can highlight
pathologies, structures, and areas of interest for
referring clinicians, presentations or papers.

Secondary Capture.

Metadata Display/Hide.
Toggle the metadata display between full display,
reduced display, or off, as desired.

DICOM Secondary Captures (SC) can be sent
back to PACS. Measurements and annotations
added by the user are saved for others to review.

Orientation Labels.

Quick access for 1x1 Display.

Located on the edge of the images, labels clearly
indicate how the patient is oriented.

Quickly view the series in a 1x1 view by
double-clicking to enable monitor full-screen
mode.

Measurement Calipers.
Clinicians can quickly get a view of pathology size
or anatomy.

Quick series navigation.
Quickly view the next/previous DICOM or
non-DICOM series in a study.

Significant Finding Navigation.
If the loaded study has GSPS, CSPS, KO or KIN
objects associated with the study, clinicians are
presented with navigation controls allowing them
to quickly navigate to these elements within a
given series.
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DIAGNOSIS — FEATURES

2D FEATURES

Measurement tools allow for easy
comparison of current and prior exams.

Use the pixel-precise loupe tool to magnify
finger placement on mobile devices.

Image Scrolling.

Cine.

Key Image Objects.

Quickly and easily scroll through large stacks of
images using intuitive and responsive gestures.

Quickly play through images. Cine can be used
with many different exam types including
cardiology exams where higher frame rates are
required to review heart motion and blood flow.

View any key images that have been previously
saved with an imaging study.

Grayscale/Color Softcopy Presentation
States (GSPS/CSPS).

Linked Scrolling.
Link series by anatomy or image slice when
viewing images in multiple series. Scroll through
images in one series and the others track to the
same location.

Image Flip and Rotate.
Flip the image horizontally/vertically or rotate the
image clockwise/counterclockwise.

GSPS/CSPS on images, enables clinicians to view
measurements, text and annotations that have
previously been added to a study.

Layouts.

Image Measurements.

Magnification Lens.

Select from a collection of predefined grid
layouts per monitor to facilitate side-by-side
comparisons.

Easily make linear, point, ROI, angle and Cobb
angle measure-ments on images, even using touch
gestures. US linear measurements.

Magnify an area of interest with a draggable lens
while main-taining overall context of the larger
image.

Reference Lines.

All Images Display.

Display of scout lines and images allows for quick
reference of slice position and selecting one or
the other provides a visual indicator of position.
Reference lines on a scout image (or orthogonal
plane in MRI) allow the clinicians to visually
correlate reference lines with images.

Stack all images within a study into the viewport
at once for streamlined viewing of multi-series
studies
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DIAGNOSIS —ADVANCED FEATURES

MIP/MPR
MIP/MPR
Cross-sectional imaging presents a wide array of image manipulation possibilities. Being able to
reconstruct multiple planes from a single CT or MR dataset provides the clinician the ability to view
anatomical structures from different aspects. Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) views allow for better
evaluation of vascular structures.

Oblique and double-oblique reformat.
Allows the users to better review structures that are not in the acquisition orientation or orthogonal views.

Thick-slab MPR.
The data set is rendered with a user-defined slab thickness for rapid and flexible reporting of large datasets.
As part of the workflow all views automatically adjust to the newly applied thickness. Users see this
rendering in real time, with server-grade performance. Cycle through rendering modes: MIP, Average & mIP.

Triangulate.
Align the MPR cross-hairs in all three views to focus on an area of interest from three different orientations.

Curved MPR.
Curved reformat is created easily and accurately for review of vessels or other anatomy.

Image Measurements.
Allows the user to perform measurements on multiple slices. Users get a truer sense of the size of
structures, anatomy or pathology.

3D FEATURES

Rotate 3D Volume.

Orientation Preset Hotkeys.

Real-time volume rendering allows clinicians
to rotate the image as desired to get the best
perspective of the patient.

Quickly orient the volume to different positions
or return it to a known position.

Interactive Orientation Widget.
Clipping Planes and Scalpel Tool.
Reduce the data and volume being reviewed by
using the clipping planes or scalpel tool, or
isolate specific areas of interest from a larger
dataset.

Lens Tool.
The unique lens tool allows physicians to very
quickly enlarge an area of interest. Using the lens
tool also allows users to “penetrate” through bone
and see the anatomy and pathology on the other
side. Extremely useful in review of cranial CT
images.

Allows the user another mode to rotate the data
and receive instant feedback to its exact
orientation.

Linear Measurement.
Determine the size of objects using this basic
measurement function.

Opacity Preset.
Choose from a variety of preset values to quickly
change the opacity, color, lighting parameters
used during 3D volume rendering.
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ACCREDITATION & DEVICE
BROWSER SUPPORT

VALIDATED MOBILE DEVICES & SUPPORTED WEB BROWSERS
ResolutionMD Mobile
Native Clients

ResolutionMD HTML5
Zero-footprint Client

The Web browsers supported for use with the
ResolutionMD HTML5 client are:

On Mobile iOS 13 or 14:
(iOS)
The ResolutionMD Mobile clients can be
downloaded from the iOS App Store.
The mobile devices validated for use are:

iOS Devices:
iOS 15 or 14:
iOS iPhone 6S, 7, 7 Plus, 8, X, XR, XS,
XS Max, iPhone 13, 13 Pro.
iPad OS 13 or 14:
Air 2, Pro (9.7"), Pro (10.5"), Pro (12.9").

The ResolutionMD HTML5 client is a zero-footprint
client that has been validated on the following
mobile devices:

iOS Devices:
iOS 15 or 14:
iOS iPhone 6S, 7, 7 Plus, 8, X, XR, XS, XS Max,
iPhone 13, 13 Pro.

Android Devices:

Safari (minimum Mobile Safari v11)

On Windows OS:
Internet Explorer Version 11
Google Chrome (Current version*, min. v35)
Firefox (Current version*, min. v35)
Edge (Current)

On Mac OS:
Google Chrome (Current version*, min. v42)
Firefox (Current version*, min. v35)

Android 10: Samsung Note 9, Samsung Galaxy
Tab S4
Android 9: Samsung Galaxy S8
Android 8: Samsung Galaxy S7
Android 7: Samsung Galaxy Tab S2
Android 6: Samsung Galaxy S5, Samsung Galaxy
Tab 2 10.1, Samsung Galaxy Tab S

Safari (Current version*, min. Safari v6)
* Current version indicates that the automatic update
default setting is supported.

On Android Devices:
Google Chrome (Current, min. v59)

ACCREDITATION

MODALITIES

Resolution MD has received accreditations
from the following Regulatory Bodies:

Diagnostic Supported Modalities
on Web and Mobile Platforms
CT

MR

CR

DX

ES

KO

NM

OP

OT

PT

SC

US

XA

IO

XC

RF

SR

RTIMAGE

OPT

ECG

Non-Diagnostic Modalities
MG - including Breast Tomo

Non-DICOM Format Support

LANGUAGES:

JPEG

MPEG-4 / H.264 / AVC

AVI

BMP

TIFF

PDF

TXT

MP4

HTML

Plain Text

PNG

MPEG-2

MOV

English, Brazilian, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Chinese Traditional,
Turkish, Japanese, Chinese Simplified, French, Spanish, Russian,
German, Italian, Dutch.
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